
Nosotros
A Digitization Story Between 

a University Library and 
Its Latin American Community

Denis lacroix

Collecting latin American and Caribbean materials for a large Canadian university
library in the  twenty- first century now goes beyond the  straight- forward acquisition of
traditionally published information sources. the widespread use of approval plans allows
academic librarians’ attention to turn to  born- digital resources and to the preservation
of local ephemera. this is the case of the Nosotros digitization project described here
that includes videocassettes documenting latin American history and culture in Alberta,
Canada. subject and language knowledge remain essential abilities of liaison or subject
librarians who need to interact with community members, whether they are researchers
and/or content creators, in order to be seen as credible partners, and understand the
subject and its information sources. in the case of the Nosotros digitization project, Denis
lacroix, subject librarian responsible for spanish and latin American studies at the Uni-
versity of Alberta, acted as the liaison between the University of Alberta libraries’ Digital
initiatives team and the Nosotros director and founder. the university library became the
catalyst in digitizing the collection of almost thirty years’ worth of audiovisual memory
and in sensitizing all the partners in the importance of media preservation and  long- term
open accessibility and findability. the Nosotros project is much more than a digitization
project: it is the story of a collaborative initiative spearheaded by a subject librarian.

A wealth of resources resides in north American university libraries, but more treas-
ures remain untapped in the immediate communities surrounding them. the Nosotros
project is one of these surprising hidden treasure troves. Who would have thought that
Alberta’s capital city, edmonton, would have been home to a video collection recounting
not only the history of the latin American community in edmonton and Alberta, but
also the recent history of the latin American countries from which immigrants origi-
nated? As statistics can only partially explain the presence of Albertans of latin American
origins, the Nosotros videos are an excellent primary source of historical and cultural
information. they are a snapshot in time of the reality, concerns, and viewpoints of
prominent community members and explore the  socio- political issues that affect latin
America in general and the local latino community specifically.
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the project began when a student visited the latin American studies librarian to
request help finding a copy of an old episode of a local latin American television program
called Nosotros that had existed in edmonton since 1981. this initial inquiry led subject
librarian Denis lacroix to contact the founder of the program and the program’s current
director in order to gain access to the episode. the librarian soon learned that all of the
video tapes of the program dating back to the beginning of the program were stored in
the founder’s basement, which left the collection inaccessible to the general public, and
at risk of disappearing or becoming unusable. At that point, the librarian began to discuss
preservation and access issues with the latin American community members.

Preliminary talks between the university library, the university’s digitization tech-
nician and the Nosotros television program director revealed a willingness on all sides
to find a lasting solution to preserve the videos and make them accessible to the world.
Both academic partners were committed to making the project a success and to following
the necessary protocols that would ensure the  long- term viability of the content in digital
format. the community connection was key, however, in securing the necessary  buy- in
from the owner of the videos who needed reassurance that all parties had the best interests
of the videos and of the Nosotros program itself in mind. Having secured this trust, the
university library became responsible for perpetuating the social collective memory of
a local latin American community and engaging faculty and students in contributing to
the success of this digitization project with strong local ties and international content.
this was partially achieved through formal academic partnerships and community serv-
ice learning programs for the university’s latin American studies and library school stu-
dents who assigned metadata to each video which allowed the digitized videos to be
available online.

A Brief History of Edmonton’s Latino Population 
and of nosotros

since 1971, Canada has proclaimed itself a multicultural nation based on cultural
pluralism.1 this is the context into which latin American immigrants came to the coun-
try, and favored the birth of the Nosotros television program. the  Hispanic- Canadian
immigrant population grew from 4,780 immigrants before 1961 to 42,730 between 1971
and 1980, and almost doubled within the following ten years.2 furthermore, according
to statistics Canada’s 2011 National Household Survey, there are currently 544,380 people
in Canada who recognize having latin, Central and south American origins, 462,065 of
whom ascribe to the latin American visible minority category, which constitutes around
6.7 percent of the total immigrant population.3 this is the immigration context into
which Nosotros was born in 1981 and thrived for the next  thirty- five years.

in Canada, the term “latino” is “directly related to the U.s. reality”4 and is therefore
used sparingly in reference to the Canadian latin American community and does not
appear as an option in the Canadian census. instead, the census asks respondents to con-
sider whether they have latin, Central, and south American origins, or belong to the
latin American visible minority. in the latter half of the twentieth century, the Canadian
census asked about birthplace, country of last permanent residence, citizenship, and lan-
guage spoken in addition to ethnic origin and visible minority. the question of origin
reflects the multicultural official policy of recognizing diversity while still favoring unity.
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for the purposes of this essay, therefore, the terms latin American and Hispanic will be
used interchangeably as we are only focusing on latin Americans originating from
 spanish- speaking countries.

Diversity also exists among the various provinces that welcome immigrants. for
example, the reality of latin American immigrants in the province of Quebec will be dif-
ferent from their counterparts in the province of Alberta. As Armony states, this reflects
the “dual—by some definitions,  bi- national—character of Canada.”5 it is probable that
the  thirty- five year existence of the Nosotros program may not have been possible in
Quebec’s “assimilationist”6 context of the time, while Alberta presented fertile ground
for it to thrive.7

When the Hispanic immigrant influx began in the early 1970s, Alberta was entering
its boom decade.8 the majority of immigrants settled in the large urban centers of
edmonton and Calgary, in which 10 percent of residents “belonged to one of the ‘visible’
minorities”9 by the 1980s. furthermore, in 1971 the Alberta government introduced Her-
itage Day to celebrate ethnicity in the province. As a result, in 1976 “eleven  ethno- cultural
communities banded together in edmonton’s Hawrelak Park for a display of their cultures’
traditional cuisine, entertainment, interpretive materials, and crafts”10 in what is now
known as Heritage festival. Chilean immigrants were among these first ethnic commu-
nities that represented “Canada’s cultural mosaic”11 within edmonton. shortly afterwards,
in 1982, one year after the creation of the Nosotros television program, Canada repatriated
its Constitution and adopted a Charter of rights and freedoms, which includes “specific
protection of multiculturalism throughout the country.”12

immigration waves correspond to the time of political and economic crises in var-
ious parts of the world. As ginieniewicz and McKenzie point out, “until the 1990s most
latin Americans arrived in Canada as refugees.”13 this is seen in Alberta where a wave
of Chilean immigration began after the 1973 coup in their country: within two years of
this event the total number of immigrants from Chile increased almost tenfold. By the
early 1990s, there were between 3,65014 and 6000.15

in the 1980s, a wave of salvadoreans escaped civil war in their country and immi-
grated to Canada and the province of Alberta. this new wave resulted in 3,665 salvadore-
ans coming to Alberta, which represented 13 percent of the national total.16 guatemala
also contributed immigrants to Alberta, but to a lesser extent than Chile and el salvador.
Most guatemalan immigrants were, according to Kowalchuk,17 ladinos, individuals of
european descent.18 All in all, by 2011, Alberta had welcomed 54,650 people with latin
Americans origins.19

ginieniewicz and McKenzie recognized that the latin American immigrant groups
to Canada were “mainly composed of community organizers, intellectuals and profes-
sionals involved in politics, who also escaped political violence.”20 Palmer notes that the
Chilean immigrants “faced a difficult period of adjustment because of their lack of english
and limited job skills.”21 “later, in the 1990s and 2000s, another large wave of skilled and
 well- educated latin American immigrants arrived in Canada as a result of successive
political and economic crises in the region.”22 Kowalchuk remarks that “political affinities
make for friendlier relations between salvadoreans and guatemalan and Chilean immi-
grants, since all three fled  right- wing dictatorships.”23 these common political affiliations
and employment skill sets influenced the reasoning and way in which the Nosotros tel-
evision program started.
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nosotros Television Program Then and Now
even if there is not a published history of the latin American communities in

Alberta, the Nosotros program offers raw data to analyze, interpret, and apply in devel-
oping such a history. Nosotros displays a growing sense of “latin American unity”24

throughout its  thirty- five year history and reflects the reality of the immigration patterns.
the overarching theme of the  hour- long Nosotros program is, as the current introduction
announces, the latin American communities in edmonton and Alberta from Chile to
Mexico, “desde Chile a México,” and representing their memory, history, and sociopo-
litical worldviews. the founder, Medardo “lito” Azócar, or tío lito,25 recounted in the
Nosotros november 4, 2013, episode that television, at the time of Nosotros’ founding,
was the best medium to communicate the message and stories told by edmonton His-
panics, and, in his case, by Chileans who had escaped the Pinochet regime. this echoes
edmondson’s assertion that “memory resides not just in things, but in people… [from]
the creators […to] the archivists and [librarians].”26 this is why the University of Alberta’s
Nosotros archiving project focuses on “guarding and sustaining [a] new kind of memory,”27

making it, like tío lito’s foundation of Nosotros, a sign of “effective democratization.”28

When librarian Denis lacroix heard about the Nosotros video collection in 2011, it
consisted of original videos of every program aired on shaw television Channel from
november 1981 until 2010 and was housed in tío lito’s basement. After contacting tío
lito and the current director of the program, rod loyola, the University of Alberta
libraries (UAl) was granted permission by Nosotros, the copyright owners, to begin dig-
itizing the videos under a Creative Commons 3.0 license (CC  BY- NC-ND) on a  non-
exclusive, worldwide, perpetual royalty free basis. this includes the right to publish,
communicate, and make the videos available in a digitized format. the digitization
process took place between 2012 and 2014 with the support of the Modern languages
and Cultural studies (MlCs) Department and Dr. Victoria ruétalo. Dr. ruétalo, associate
professor in the MlCs department, was instrumental in making her courses and students
available to work on the project, as well as convincing the Arts resource Centre (ArC),
located in the basement of the University of Alberta’s old Arts building, to perform the
digitization of the approximately 316 videos that arrived in two separate batches.

Digitization was a complex undertaking, for the original videos were in a range of
formats: VHs, super VHs, Betamax, and  U- Matic. thankfully the ArC had the expertise
and equipment to manipulate, read, and digitize the diversity of materials. the ArC
agreed to undertake the project because of the objective to integrate the videos in class-
room teaching and as course content in some of the spanish courses taught on campus.
thus, staff time was the only cost for digitizing the videos. However, student engagement
with the video material became essential in order to assign metadata in the form of key-
words and program summaries, but also, and perhaps more importantly, to begin sen-
sitizing edmonton spanish and latin American studies students to the Hispanic history
and stories present in the city. the Nosotros collection allowed students to cast their
intellectual gaze on their immediate surroundings in order to gain an understanding of
latin America.29

the University of Alberta libraries (UAl) led the digitization project by ensuring
that the videos were digitized, received complete metadata, and were uploaded to the
internet Archive. the project began as an initiative of Denis lacroix, who secured the
help from ArC and MlCs, and worked closely with latin American community leaders
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to obtain and return the videocassette collection. once the videos were digitized, lacroix
organized and supervised a curricular enrichment program called Community service
learning (Csl) which allowed MlCs students to interact with the videos. the Csl pro-
gram consisted of a group of students watching Nosotros videos and describing them
using keywords and a brief program summary in a google spreadsheet. A code book
served as a reference for students in order to ensure standardization of the data (see
Appendix at the end of this essay). the Csl projects also often involved students pre-
senting information about the videos they watched to their classmates.

the large number of videos in the Nosotros collection required more time than Csl
could provide, so the subject librarian engaged students from the University of Alberta
school of library and information studies (slis) and Macewan University’s library tech-
nician students to work on the project as part of their practicums. library technician
students helped digitize videos at the ArC, and slis students worked on the metadata
aspect of the project. once sharon farnel, the metadata coordinator, verified the consis-
tency and accuracy of the metadata, the descriptive files30 and videos were uploaded to
the internet Archive, whose mandate is “to prevent the internet … and other ‘born digital’
materials from disappearing into the past…[and to] maintain the accessibility of data.”31

An internet Archive channel entitled Nosotros—latin American Community television
Programme in edmonton (Alberta) was created to house all of the uploaded digitized
videos. Between July 2014 and January 2016, the internet Archive Nosotros channel had
5,693 views.

the first Nosotros show to air in early 198232 discusses the reasons why the show was
established. Various members of the edmonton latin American community talk about
preserving their cultural heritage and language. latin American unity “sin banderas ni
fronteras” (beyond flags and borders) was the motivating factor for the views expressed
on the show. it is clear, however, even before the host starts speaking, that a socialist
worldview will inspire the programs since an image of a smiling dog bearing a red star
opens the program. Based on the same socialist symbolism, this episode also features
two performances by the musical group los Jóvenes de estrella roja (red star youth).

the third Nosotros show33 interviews guests from the salvadorean community in
edmonton and discusses the political and social turmoil and problems that are currently
happening in el salvador. the episode also features three traditional salvadorean dances.
this is the basic structure of a typical Nosotros program: a news story with an interview
and/or a documentary, community announcements, and a concert of music or dance.
While the first twenty years of the show were set in a television studio except for the
taping of community events, the  twenty- first century programs take place in situ with
the host and participants located outside of any studio. they are, nonetheless, still asso-
ciated with shaw television and broadcast on channel 10 five/six days a week. Current
shows broadcast since 2012 are available on the Programa nosotros youtube channel.34

As a whole, the Nosotros shows have a  pan- ethnic approach to representing the face
of Hispanic Albertans. While an individual show usually focuses on the events or issues
of one latin American country, there is, in the sequence of shows, a fair representation
of the origins of most Hispanics in Alberta; however, Chile and el salvador are the coun-
tries most represented, but Peru, nicaragua, and guatemala are also featured regularly.
As the local Mexican population is growing, it is likely that they will soon have a greater
presence on Nosotros.

Nosotros reflects the concerns and reality of Hispanic Albertans, and contributes to
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building a memory and an identity, as Corina Andrea norro would say, of what it means
to be of latin American origin and of its historical, social, political, and cultural roots.35

in fact, norro assigns a protagonist’s role to audiovisual documents during dictatorships.36

similarly, edmondson’s description of audiovisual documents as being “populist”37 is
very much the case for Nosotros, which is a collection of artifacts of how the Hispanic
community in edmonton constructed its social memory at a given time. through the
digitization project, the videos can now have an impact on a new generation of Hispanic
Canadians by providing them with a vision of their history that was heretofore remote
or unknown.

the use of the spanish language in the Nosotros shows contributes to the authenticity
of the beliefs, values, and memories expressed. Beyond the cathartic effect of hearing
their language, it allows viewers to experience a sense of belonging, or citizenship, to a
community, for “[i]t is through the process of language socialization that children and
other individuals acquire beliefs and values and form their identities.”38 the Wordle in
figure 1 portrays these values and beliefs as expressed through Nosotros. it is based on
the metadata assigned to each of the shows: the larger the font the more common the
theme over the years. Clearly the beliefs and values that viewers build when watching
Nosotros are related to politics, history, and cultural activities.

Nosotros is first and foremost a social memory tool, to which its extensive  thirty-
five years’ worth of historic material can attest. there is, nonetheless, a close relationship
between Nosotros, the community television program, and a parent organization called
Memoria Viva society, whose mission it is “[t]o serve as an educational, artistic, and
organizational hub for the latin American community in diaspora in edmonton.”39 the
phrase memoria viva reflects the idea of keeping memory alive, and that is exactly what
Nosotros achieves.

Memory has an immense social role. it tells us who we are, embedding our present selves in our
pasts, and thus underpinning every aspect of what historians often now call mentalités. for many
groups, this means putting the puzzle back together: inventing the past to fit the present, or equally,
the present to fit the past.40

the social role that Nosotros plays is one of solidarity, diversity, equity, peace with
justice, ecological sustainability and indigenous knowledge, and democracy as stated in
the program’s values and principles.41 these values are also compatible with the role of
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wordle.net).
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the University of Alberta libraries which honor diversity, inclusivity, and intellectual
freedom among other values.42 Preserving memory by digitizing the Nosotros videos,
uploading them to a safe storage facility like the internet Archive, and facilitating world-
wide access to them through metadata is a democratic act that helps bring the puzzle
pieces of Hispanic Albertan history back together.

the predominant themes in Nosotros shows are by far democracy, solidarity, and
justice. the definition of democracy that the founders of Nosotros had in mind relate to
“people’s power” and greater citizen participation in government.43 this is closely tied
to the values of justice and solidarity in terms of supporting socialist ideals and the rights
of the poor in latin America. Most of the shows from the first two decades address at
least one of these values in one form or another. not only do shows discuss the political
turmoil in various latin American countries, but they also address how to help the
victims of persecution. Nosotros also mirrors local political organizations rooted in latin
America, e.g., Comunidad eclesial de Base el salvador (CeBes) and the frente
farabundo Martí para la liberación nacional (fMln),44 and events, including the Víctor
Jara folk festival, which honors the Chilean singer and activist. Nosotros has covered
the Herramienta para la Paz (tools for Peace) organization’s support of latin American
artists, such as luis enrique Mejia godoy in 1990, by bringing them to edmonton to
perform their music. Also, Nosotros covered an edmonton Hispanic highlight in 1987: a
concert by the exiled musical group los Jaivas at the Jubilee Auditorium. through cultural
and political expressions the stories and memories of Hispanic refugees and immigrants
to Alberta are revealed and in so doing become part of the historical fabric of the province
itself.

there is an overwhelming presence of music and dance in the Nosotros shows, which
makes it inextricable from social justice issues, for as Cobos and sater point out, Chilean
exiles wanted “to restore democracy to Chile usually through cultural expressions.”45 An
example of this in Nosotros is the Mapuche support committee who shares the scene with
other political groups, including a representative of the provincial new Democratic Party.
similarly, protest music with indigenous references, such as the Mapuche group Calafquen
and the Venezuelan quartet los guaraguao46 are given space to voice their concerns.
one would think that with the diversity of political views, dissentions would become
inevitable, but that does not appear to be the case for Nosotros, whose members “work
well together” according to the first program director,  Canadian- born Dave trautman.47

rather Nosotros reflects Μartin guardado’s conclusions on the cultural beliefs of an His-
panic Canadian couple he interviewed, which “reflected [its] understanding of Canadian
multiculturalism, one in which all the different cultures ideally  co- habit in the same geo-
graphical and  socio- politico-cultural space, without interfering with one another’s cul-
tural practices.”48

Nosotros programming would not be complete without featuring local Hispanic
school concerts from schools gabriela Mistral, salvador Allende, Jasper Place High, and
Millcreek. Community outreach is essential to this type of program, which helps promote
participatory democracy and “children’s socialization into the cultural practices of their
group […] mediated by language.”49 Ava Becker’s interviews of edmonton Chileans high-
light the potential for television to foster spanish language preservation and “connecting
with senior members of the community.”50 one can quickly see the possible interactions
that exist when a Nosotros episode features Manuel guerrero, town councilor of the
Chilean municipality of Ñuñoa, discussing environmental protection and  Chilean-
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Canadian connections alongside local school representatives. the potential of such con-
nections is tremendous and is a testament to the enriching possibilities of multicultur-
alism. the views expressed on the nosotros program are meant to benefit latin American
unity, as the host of the initial show said. it is a grassroots initiative spearheaded by
“obreros, doñas de casa, y estudiantes”51 (laborers, housewives, and students) and is open
to the entire latin American community representing la “América morena” (the  dark-
skinned Americas) as the host of the first show explained.

Conclusion
in a september 2015 Nosotros documentary entitled “Monto esperanza,” an elderly

edmonton man shows documents from latin American union organizations and political
parties, a flag from the youth socialist party, copies of 1980 issues from the Cuadernos
de orientación socialista, and a frente Patriótico Manuel rodríguez (fPMr) sign. He
also recounts sending bikes, 86 school desks, and printing presses to Cuba in the 1980s.
for a librarian these documents and these stories are sources of information to preserve
for future generations. such ephemeral and endangered documents along with the current
Nosotros shows, which are only available through the program’s youtube channel,52 may
be future candidates for digitization, preservation, and  long- term accessibility. However,
for the  long- term preservation of the first 30 years of Nosotros shows, in addition to the
internet Archive, the collection is also archived in the University of Alberta libraries’
digital media repository to ensure availability and access in the future. the repository,
Umar Qasim53 digital preservation officer at the UAl explains, will soon be integrated
with the UAl’s Blacklight Discovery service, which will make the Nosotros videos dis-
coverable to library patrons through a unified discovery system.

the Nosotros television archive is one of several community treasures waiting to be
preserved and made accessible to researchers. two such collections are the Obispos y
prebendas de Chiapa54 and Obispados y prebendas en Guatemala,55 latin American  colonial-
era manuscripts that were acquired by University of Alberta history professor Michael
Polushin and whose deposit into UA’s Dataverse56 data repository was facilitated by the
UAl. the Obispos y prebendas de Chiapa collection is currently one of the most down-
loaded in Dataverse. the unique structure of this data repository, which allows for file
versioning, description, and sharing, allows the collections to grow as researchers interact
with files and add new documents, such as manuscript transcriptions and translations.
library collections are therefore becoming organic, in the sense that patrons can add
information to them, and taking on a life of their own. similarly, the Nosotros collec-
tion, although static and not open to  user- generated files, offers the potential for users
to contribute their reviews of each episode on the internet Archive channel, which may
provide opportunities for experts to share their knowledge about the shows’ content or
context.

As the UAl moves forward with digital archiving, a future project will involve pre-
serving websites and  born- digital documents relating to Hispanic Albertans. this is pos-
sible using the internet Archive’s Archiveit web archiving service to which the UAl has
contributed countless seeds in developing collections of historical value to Western
Canada and University of Alberta researchers. from blogs and simple webpages to
youtube channels and facebook and twitter pages, Archiveit will be able to capture the
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history of the latin American community in Alberta as it unfolds. the UAl reserves
funds for building Archiveit collections, as it does for more traditional collection prac-
tices, because each seed added to Archiveit represents a cost and potentially a recurring
cost depending on the frequency with which it is archived. Perhaps the Nosotros shows
produced since 2012 and available only on youtube can be preserved in such a way.

this UAl endeavour to preserve and ensure the  long- term availability and findability
of fragile and fleeting video and electronic documents has a direct impact on the com-
munities it serves. the interests and expertise libraries have in providing access to infor-
mation sources make them essential community partners. in the case of the Nosotros
project, no one in the community but UAl was able and willing to find a home for all of
tío lito’s cherished videos. now, because of its digitization, Nosotros can have a much
broader impact than its original airings ever had. furthermore, the process of creating
digital surrogates of the videocassettes provided a learning opportunity for spanish stu-
dents to contribute to a  real- life product and discover a piece of local and international
history and culture they may never have encountered otherwise. for his part, the author
of this essay and the librarian who undertook the initiative of digitizing the Nosotros
video collection, experienced firsthand the discovery, preservation, and dissemination
of a library collection that tells the story of a diverse and resilient community.

Appendix: Programa Nosotros—
Metadata Guidelines

Below are brief instructions on entering descriptive information in the metadata
template document (programa nosotros metadata template.xlsx).

for each episode (identified by the unique item iD in column A), enter

• Item ID: corresponds to an approximate chronological order or the order in
which the videos were received.

• Tape #: is the number the program director assigned to the tape
• Format of original: e.g. U–Matic, beta, super VHs, vhs, dvd
• Episode recording date: (separate items with a semicolon) is the date or 

dates indicated on the tape box. the date takes the form  yyyy- mm-dd; e.g.
2010–12–05.

• Episode play date: (separate items with a semicolon) is the date or dates the
program director indicates as the day(s) on which the program was aired. the
date takes the form  yyyy- mm-dd; e.g. 2010–12–05. n.B. check the play date
given at the start of the film (on the colored bars), which should match the 
date given in the metadata spreadsheet. if it does not, change the metadata
spreadsheet play date to reflect the information given on the film.

• Episode title: takes the form Programa nosotros, dd—mm—yyyy, (short topic
title); e.g. Programa nosotros, 13 de octubre de 1985, rumbo al sur. n.B. use
the first play date given at the start of the film on the color bars and find the
short topic title at the start of the film or, in the absence of which, assign a
short topic title based on your understanding of the film.

• Program director: (separate items with a semicolon) takes the form first name
last name and is taken from the tape box or from the film.
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• Program producer: (separate items with a semicolon) takes the form first
name last name and is taken from the tape box or from the film.

• Number of volunteers: only indicate when known.
• Persons interviewed and/or topics featured (separate items with a semicolon);

e.g. spanish Bilingual school father leo green; Victor Hugo fernandez; University of
Alberta sUB theater 7pm 1989–11-19;

• Start time of each interview and/or feature (separate items with a semicolon),
e.g. 00:45; 15:01—note: this information indicates the start time of each segment, inter-
view or feature for each program.

• Keywords in English and Spanish: (separate items with a semicolon) one to five
words or phrases in english and spanish that describe the general content of the episode,
e.g. bilingual schools; spanish language; fire fighters; edmonton; st. Albert

• Program Summary: this is one or more sentences in english describing each pro-
gram and giving a general overview, e.g.

° tío lito Azócar interviews two guests: Brad Palomo and Monica Chavez.
Brad Palomo is a young  salvadorean- Canadian athlete who talks about
how he joined two local soccer teams and his future career goals. Monica
Chavez memorializes the life and work of Cardinal raúl silva Henriquez
and his devotion to human rights in Chile. the show ends with a montage
of Chilean culture.

• Digitization Problems: please describe briefly any problems in seeing or
hearing the video. Please indicate the approximate film time when the problem
occurred.

n.B. only indicate the information for which you are certain. for example, if only the
month and the year is given for the recording date and no other clues appear as to the
day, you would only indicate the year and the month in the metadata for recording date.
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